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Abstract: Although the traditional model predictive control (MPC) can theoretically provide AC
current and circulating current control for modular multilevel converters (MMCs) in battery energy
storage grid-connected systems, it suffers from stability problems due to the power quality of
the power grid and model parameter mismatches. A two discrete-time disturbance observers
(DOBs)-based MPC strategy is investigated in this paper to solve this problem. The first DOB is
used to improve the AC current quality and the second enhances the stability of the circulating
current control. The distortion and fluctuation of grid voltage and inductance parameter variation
are considered as lump disturbances in the discrete modeling of a MMC. Based on the proposed
method, the output prediction is compensated by disturbance estimation to correct the AC current and
circulating current errors, which eventually achieve the expected tracking performance. Moreover,
the DOBs have a quite low computational cost with minimum order and optimal performance
properties. Since the designed DOBs work in parallel with the MPC, the control effect is improved
greatly under harmonics, 3-phase unbalance, voltage sag, inductance parameter mismatches and
power reversal conditions. Simulation results confirm the validity of the proposed scheme.

Keywords: battery energy storage system; modular multilevel converter; model predictive control;
disturbance observer; AC current control; circulating current control

1. Introduction

The increasing popularity of clean energy has prompted new attention to the stability of the
power system because of its intermittent character. The microgrid based on battery energy storage
can restrain the negative influences of renewable power supplies on the power grid. Therefore, it is
significant to research the battery energy storage technology [1]. As the interface to the power grid,
the grid-connected converter for battery energy storage system determines the effect of bidirectional
power exchange, AC/DC current control and discharge/recharge [2–4]. However, there are various
non-determinacies and disturbances that widely exist in the system, including harmonics, 3-phase
unbalance, voltage sag from the power grid, and model parameter mismatches, etc. They usually have
negative effects on the stability and performance of control systems [5–8].

Different types of converter topologies, containing the traditional two-level converter,
multi-module converter, multilevel converter, and the newly recently advanced modular multilevel
converter (MMC), have been presented and studied for battery storage converter applications [9–13].
Amid all the topology structures, the MMC is a recommended topology due to its merits such as
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high quality of the output voltage, flexible scaling of sub-modules (SMs), bidirectional power flow,
and independent regulation of the active and reactive power [14,15]. These inherently salient features
make the MMC ideally suited for battery energy storage systems.

Actually, the MMC system has the characteristics of large range of operational points and highly
nonlinearity, which leads to the urgent need to design effective controllers and develop proper
modulation techniques. Hence, many researchers have focused on the control issues of MMCs in recent
years. In [16] a novel control method for a d-q frame based model of the MMC is proposed. Based
on the reference values of six independent dynamical state variables, the MMC switching functions
under steady state were obtained and a direct Lyapunov method was used to improve the dynamic
components of those functions. A multi-loop control strategy based on a six-order dynamic model
of the MMC was presented in [5] to ensure stable operation under both load and MMC parameters
variations. In [17], differential flatness theory was employed to control a flat outputs-based dynamic
model of the MMC innovatively, which greatly improves the MMC power sharing ability and enhances
robustness. In addition, a novel modulation function-based controller which achieves two separate
modulation functions to generate the switching signals of upper and lower SMs was proposed in [8,18].
This method not only maintains stable operation under varying parameter conditions, but also is
easily applied.

However, the existing methods which need to modulate the switching signals are not
straightforward and fast when compared with model predictive control (MPC) [19]. As a nonlinear
control method, MPC is of great interest for MMC applications because of its simple modulation
approach, flexible control goals and easy inclusion of nonlinearities. The best switch states are obtained
by cost functions in the MPC method. Despite the excellent prospects and beneficial results obtained
in the application of MPC to MMC, it is relatively slow due to its feedback regulation to asymptotically
suppress the uncertainties and disturbances [20]. Thus, the control performance of the MPC is severely
hindered in the presence of model uncertainties and external disturbances. Note that integral action is
employed in MPC to eliminate the influences of uncertainties and disturbances [21], but the integrator
would sacrifice original control effects because the integral term has coupled interactions with other
properties, such as dynamic responses and stability.

The disturbance observer (DOB), an effective approach to compensate the effects of model
uncertainties and external disturbances, is widely applied in electric power systems [22–25]. The main
characteristic of DOB is that the robustness is achieved without sacrificing any of the original control
performance [26]. In addition, this method does not need to establish an accurate mathematical
model for the disturbance signals, and its structure is relatively simple, thus, the complicated
calculations are avoided in the prediction of disturbance signals, which is beneficial to meet the
requirements of real time applicability. In view of this, the combination of MPC with DOB has been
extensively studied to improve the anti-disturbance capabilities of various systems, e.g., induction
machine drives [24], permanent magnet synchronous motors [27], neutral-point-clamped multilevel
converters [28], and three-phase inverters [6,7,29]. However, there are still many gaps in the MMC
applications in battery energy storage systems.

As a grid-connected converter of a battery energy storage system, the grid voltage directly affects
the control performance. The output current can be distorted by the power quality problems of the
grid voltage such as harmonics, 3-phase unbalance and voltage sag. Then, the distorted current that is
injected into the power grid would further damage the power quality. On the other hand, AC current
control and circulating current suppression for MMC can be influenced by the varying parameters
of resistances and inductances which are easily affected by temperature, frequency and electrical
life. Hence, the control system needs effective real-time compensation for these uncertainties and
disturbances [6,17].

In this paper, a MPC strategy with two linear discrete-time DOBs is proposed for an eleven-level
MMC-based battery energy storage grid-connected converter. The MPC strategy divides the cost
functions into three types, according to the three control objectives of AC current, circulating current
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and capacitor voltage-balancing [30]. Two DOBs are designed on the basis of the first two control
purposes. The first DOB increases the anti-disturbance capacity of AC current control against the
fluctuations of the grid voltage and inductance values. The second enhances the stability of circulating
current control under the varying inductance value condition. The capacitor voltage-balancing control
is the same as described in [30]. The main contributions of this paper include the following:

(1) A MPC method based on prediction accuracy improvement via two DOBs is designed for a
grid-connected MMCs of battery energy storage systems, which has a simple structure and quite
low cost of computation with the minimum order.

(2) The accurate estimation and feedforward compensation for disturbances are achieved without
sacrificing the original control performance.

(3) The disturbance items which act on the cost functions during each sampling period assure the
cost functions always maintain optimal performance.

The studies are implemented based on time-domain simulations in the MATLAB/Simulink
environment for five different operating conditions. Through the comparative results, it is validated
that the proposed method works reliably even under power grid uncertainty and model parameter
mismatch conditions.

2. MPC Strategy of the MMC

Figure 1 presents the circuit diagram of a 3-phase MMC, which is composed of two arms per
phase. Each arm comprises N/2 series-connected half-bridge SMs, where N is the amount of SM per
each phase, and a series inductor L. The SM consists of two IGBTs and one capacitor. The two switches
(T1 and T2) per SM are controlled with complementary gating signals, resulting in two switch states
which can input or bypass the capacitor. Thus, the voltage of the SM depends on the active switching
states. The output voltage is the same as the capacitor when the SM is ON. In contrast, when it is OFF,
the SM voltage turns to zero.
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Figure 1. Circuit diagram of three-phase MMC. Figure 1. Circuit diagram of three-phase MMC.
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Figure 2 shows the equivalent model which is a simplification of 3-phase MMC presented
in Figure 1. It describes one phase of the 3-phase MMC connected to the power grid across a filter
inductor. The SMs in each arm are replaced by an AC power source and the DC-bus is equivalent to
two DC power sources in series with the ground point.

Here, the upper-arm and lower-arm current are described by ipk and ink (k = a, b, c), respectively,
where idiffk is the inner unbalanced current; Vk is the grid voltage; and epk and enk are the upper-arm and
lower-arm voltage, respectively. The current that flows through the arms comprises the DC component
and AC component of fundamental frequency in the ideal case, but the capacitor voltages are
time-varying due to the AC current flow across the capacitors. As a result, there is a voltage difference
between the arm voltage and DC voltage, which causes a circulating current in the converter [31].
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The MPC method has three control objectives, thus, three cost functions are calculated according
to them. They include: AC current control; circulating current suppression; and SM capacitor voltage
balancing. In this paper, AC current control and circulating current suppression are considered and
redesigned based on the disturbances and uncertainties of grid voltage and inductances.

2.1. MPC Strategy for AC Current

From Figure 2, the voltage equation of MMC can be expressed as follows:

L′
dik
dt

= ek −Vk − R′ik (1)

where L′ = l + L/2; R′ = r + R/2; and ek is the converter output voltage, defined as:

ek =
enk − epk

2
(2)

where epk = Vdc/2− ek; and enk = Vdc/2 + ek.
The AC current are deduced in Equation (3) using the Euler forward equation:

ik(t + Ts) =
Ts

L′
[ek(t + Ts)−Vk(t)] +

(
1− TsR′

L′

)
ik(t) (3)
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where Ts is the sampling period, which is considered extremely short.
The cost function can be designed by:

jk = |i∗k (t + Ts)− ik(t + Ts)| (4)

where i∗k (t + Ts) is the AC current reference.

2.2. MPC Strategy for Circulating Current

The voltage and inner unbalanced current Equations are described as follows:

Vdc
2
−

epk + enk

2
= Ridi f f k + L

didi f f k

dt
(5)

idi f f k =
ipk + ink

2
(6)

The inner unbalanced current is derived from the Euler forward equation:

idi f f k(t + Ts) =
Ts

2L

{
Vdc(t)−

[
epk(t + Ts) + enk(t + Ts)

]}
+ (1− TsR

L
)idi f f k(t) (7)

Equation (2) shows that ek depends on the difference between upper-arm and lower-arm voltage.
Thus, the same voltage Vdi f f k added to epk and enk has no effect on the AC current. Hence, Equation (7)
is rewritten as follows:

idi f f k(t + Ts) =
Ts
2L

{
Vdc(t)−

[
(epk(t + Ts) + Vdi f f k) + (enk(t + Ts) + Vdi f f k)

]}
+ (1− TsR

L )idi f f k(t) (8)

Two voltage levels are allocated to Vdi f f k as in Equation (9). It can be expanded according to the
characteristics of the circulating current:

Vdi f f k =

[
Vdc
N

]
[−1, 0, 1] (9)

Assuming there is no loss in MMC and the active power is controlled without ripples. The AC
active power and DC active power of MMC are expressed as Equation (10) and the DC current reference
is obtained as Equation (11) [32]. Thus, the cost function is designed as:

Pac = Pdc = Vdc ∗ idc (10)

i∗dc =
Pac

Vdc
(11)

jdi f f k =

∣∣∣∣ i∗dc(t + Ts)

3
− idi f f k(t + Ts)

∣∣∣∣ (12)

2.3. MPC Strategy for Capacitor Voltage Balancing

The SM capacitor voltage is calculated by:

SM Turn on : Vcki(t + Ts) = Vcki(t) + im(t)Ts/C (13)

SM Turn off : Vcki(t + Ts) = Vcki(t) (14)

where im(t) = ipk or ink, with I = 1, 2, 3, . . . , N.
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The cost function can be designed by:

jVck =
N

∑
i=1

∣∣∣∣Vdc
N
−Vcki(t + Ts)

∣∣∣∣ (15)

3. MPC Strategy of the MMC with Disturbance Observer

The MPC controller could be affected by the disturbances caused by grid voltage and inductances.
In this section, two DOB-based control structures are described to track the disturbances. The first
DOB is designed to improve the waveform quality of AC current and the second is applied to suppress
the circulating current. The DOBs to be designed are easy to assign the exponential stability of the
estimation error dynamics and the order is minimal [33].

3.1. MPC Strategy for AC Current with DOB 1

Considering Equation (3) by neglecting the influence of resistances, letting:

x(1)k,n+1 = ik(t + Ts) (16)

x(1)kn = ik(t) (17)

u(1)
kn = ek(t + Ts)−Vk(t) (18)

d(1)kn =
1

L′ + dL′
{ek(t + Ts)− [Vk(t) + dvk]} −

1
L′
[ek(t + Ts)−Vk(t)] (19)

where d(1)kn is a unknown value of disturbances in Equation (3) that needs to be observed; dL′ is the
disturbances of system inductances; and dvk is the disturbances of grid voltage.

Consequently, the model of Equation (3) can be expressed in a compact form as follows: x(1)k,n+1 = Φ1x(1)kn + Γ1u(1)
kn + G1d(1)kn , x(1)k0 = x(1)k (0)

y(1)kn = C1x(1)kn

(20)

where Φ1 = 1; Γ1 = Ts/L′; G1 = Ts; and C1 = 1.
Thus, the first discrete-time disturbance observer is applied to estimate the disturbances of system

(20), given by:  d̂(1)kn = K1x(1)kn − z(1)kn

z(1)k,n+1 = z(1)kn + K1

[
(Φ1 − 1)x(1)kn + Γ1u(1)

kn + G1d̂(1)kn

] (21)

where d̂(1)kn is the estimated value of d(1)kn ; z(1)kn is the state variable of DOB 1; and K1 is the coefficient of
the pole assignment of DOB 1 to be designed.

Then, generally, the state estimation error, en+1 , dn − d̂n, has the dynamics:

en+1 =
(
1− KG)en + ∆dn+1 (22)

where ∆dn+1 = dn+1 − dn.
Letting λ = 1− KG, the estimation error is confined within a bound such that:

|e∞| ≤
Tsµ

1− |λ| (23)

where |λ| ≤ 1; and µ is a small positive value.
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Hence, the coefficient of the pole assignment of DOB 1, K1 can be given by:

K1 =
(1− λ1)

G1
, |λ1| ≤ 1 (24)

3.2. MPC Strategy for Circulating Current with DOB 2

Considering Equation (8) by neglecting the influence of resistances, letting:

x(2)k,n+1 = idi f f k(t + Ts) (25)

x(2)kn = idi f f k(t) (26)

u(2)
kn = Vdc(t)−

[
(epk(t + Ts) + Vdi f f k) + (enk(t + Ts) + Vdi f f k)

]
(27)

d(2)kn = (
1

L + dL
− 1

L
)
{

Vdc(t)−
[
(epk(t + Ts) + Vdi f f k) + (enk(t + Ts) + Vdi f f k)

]}
(28)

where d(2)kn is a unknown value of disturbances in Equation (8) that needs to be observed; and dL is the
disturbances of arm inductances.

Similarly, the model (8) can be rewritten as follows: x(2)k,n+1 = Φ2x(2)kn + Γ2u(2)
kn + G2d(2)kn , x(2)k0 = x(2)k (0)

y(2)kn = C2x(2)kn

(29)

where Φ2 = 1; Γ2 = Ts/2L; G2 = Ts/2; and C2 = 1.
Consequently, the second discrete-time disturbance observer is applied to system (29), given by: d̂(2)kn = K2x(2)kn − z(2)kn

z(2)k,n+1 = z(2)kn + K2

[
(Φ2 − 1)x(2)kn + Γ2u(2)

kn + G2d̂(2)kn

] (30)

K2 =
(1− λ2)

G2
, |λ2| ≤ 1 (31)

where d̂(2)kn is the estimated value of d(2)kn ; z(2)kn is the state variable of DOB 2; and K2 is the coefficient of
the pole assignment of DOB 2.

Finally, the AC current and inner unbalanced current with DOBs can be given by:

ik(t + Ts) =
Ts

L′
[ek(t + Ts)−Vk(t)] +

(
1− TsR′

L′

)
ik(t) + d̂(1)kn (32)

idi f f k(t + Ts) =
Ts
2L

{
Vdc(t)−

[
(epk(t + Ts) + Vdi f f k) + (enk(t + Ts) + Vdi f f k)

]}
+ (1− TsR

L )idi f f k(t) + d̂(2)kn (33)

In summary, d̂(1)kn and d̂(2)kn work as patches of MPC. They are decided by the actual system and
equal to zero in the absence of disturbance and uncertainties. Thus, the DOB-based MPC control
system would not be worse than the original MPC controller. On the other hand, they are calculated
with the cost function simultaneously, which guarantees the cost functions always maintain their
optimal performance no matter how the actual system chang.

4. Simulation Results

Simulations were carried out by using MATLAB/Simulink, and Figure 3 shows the structure
of simulated system and proposed control method with DOBs. The critical parameters of circuit are
reported in Table 1, and the Table 2 lists the control parameters of DOB 1 and DOB 2.
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Table 1. Main circuit parameters.

Parameters Values Units

Rated Power 1.2 MW
AC System Voltage 9800 V

Line Frequency 50 Hz
AC System Inductance 2 mH

DC Bus Voltage 20 kV
Number of SMs per arm 10 -

SM Capacitance 0.002 F
SM Capacitor Voltage 2000 V

Arm Inductance 0.02 H
Sampling and control period 20 µs

Table 2. Control parameters of DOB 1 and DOB 2.

Parameters DOB 1 DOB 2

Φ 1 1
Γ 0.0017 0.0005
G 0.00002 0.00001
C 1 1
K 40,000 100,000
λ 0.2 1

The MPC Strategy with DOB has been analyzed for five different test conditions:

• Harmonic: 3-phase grid voltage with 30% of 5th and 7th harmonics.
• 3-phase voltage unbalance: a-phase line-to-ground fault.
• Voltage sag: 3-phase grid voltage with 80% of reduction in the period of 0.01 s–0.03 s.
• Parameter mismatches: actual inductance values change.
• Power reversal: the power flow reverses from 0.05 s to 0.1 s; the 3-phase grid voltage

contain harmonics and voltage sag; and the actual inductance values decline during the entire
simulation time.
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4.1. Simulations under Harmonic Condition

30% of 5th and 7th harmonics are overlaid onto the 3-phase grid voltage. The AC active current
reference is 100 A, and the reactive current reference is 0 A. Figure 4a shows the 3-phase grid voltage
with 5th and 7th harmonics. Figure 4b shows the 3-phase grid current without DOB. It is obvious from
this figure that the grid current has been significantly distorted. The grid current is compensated by
the proposed DOB as represented in Figure 4c. Compared with the Figure 4b, it can be seen that the
harmonic current is effectively suppressed.

Figure 5 shows the tracing results between the actual disturbances and estimated disturbances.
The controller enters the steady state after 1 ms. The estimated value has a certain lag with respect to
the actual value, because the estimated output value is filtered by LPF. The cut-off frequency design
needs consideration of delay and tracking curve smoothness. It is set to 2000 Hz in this paper. It is
clearly shown that two waveforms well coincide with each other, which proves the validity of the
proposed DOB.

The comparison of 5th and 7th harmonic current amplitude of a-phase between original controller
and proposed controller is given in Figure 6. The further comparisons of grid current harmonics and
THD are listed in Table 3. The 5th harmonic current amplitude of a-phase drops from 3.99 A to 0.95 A,
and the 7th harmonic current amplitude of a-phase drops from 4.04 A to 1.30 A. It is similar to the
other two phases. With the sharp reduction of harmonic current, the THD of 3-phase current also
drops from 6.97%, 6.75% and 6.68% to 2.86%, 2.76% and 2.97% respectively.
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Figure 4. Simulations under harmonic grid voltage condition: (a) Harmonic distorted grid voltage;
(b) Grid current without DOB; (c) Grid current with DOB.
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Figure 6. Comparison of 5th and 7th harmonic current amplitude of a-phase between grid current
without DOB and with DOB.

Table 3. Comparisons of grid current under harmonic grid voltage condition.

Phase
5th/7th Harmonic (A) THD (%)

Without DOB With DOB Without DOB With DOB

A 3.99/4.04 0.95/1.30 6.97 2.86
B 4.02/4.01 0.90/1.31 6.75 2.76
C 4.03/4.01 0.97/1.31 6.68 2.97

4.2. Simulations Under 3-Phase Voltage Unbalance Condition

A-phase line-to-ground fault is applied in this condition. The AC active current reference is 100 A,
and the reactive current reference is 0 A. Figure 7a shows the unbalanced voltage. The a-phase voltage
drops to 0 V. Figure 7b shows the gird current without DOB. The a-phase current not only increases
by approximately 10 A, but also brings current ripples to the 3-phase current. Figure 7c shows the
improved grid current using DOB. It is clearly shown that the a-phase current amplitude is restored to
the normal value and the harmonics of 3-phase current are all decreased.

Figure 8 shows the estimation performances of unbalanced voltage disturbances using the
proposed DOB. In this case, the tracking results to the actual disturbances are more efficient because
the disturbances are gentler than under the harmonic condition. Thus, the inhibiting effect is better.
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Table 4 represents the fundamental amplitude and THD of 3-phase current. The fundamental
amplitude of a-phase current is up to 109 A, and the other two phases rise 2 A approximately. All of
them decline to about 100 A when the proposed DOB is enabled. Similarly, the THD of 3-phase current
drops from 4.98%, 3.75% and 3.85% to 2.52%, 2.20% and 2.17%, respectively.
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Table 4. Comparisons of grid current under unbalanced grid voltage condition.

Phase
Fundamental Amplitude (A) THD (%)

Without DOB With DOB Without DOB With DOB

A 109 99.97 4.98 2.52
B 102.1 100.2 3.75 2.20
C 101.9 99.79 3.85 2.17

4.3. Simulations Under Voltage Sag Condition

3-phase grid voltage sag condition is simulated in this case. The AC active current reference is
100 A, and the reactive current reference is 0 A. The magnitude of grid voltage amplitude drops to 20%
at 0.01 s and returns to the normal value at 0.03 s, as shown in Figure 9a. Figure 9b represents the grid
current without DOB. It is obvious that the grid current increases and inrush current is generated in
the moment of 0.01 s and 0.03 s. Figure 9c illustrates the comparative simulation result for Figure 9b.
The grid current amplitude returns to the normal value by applying the proposed DOB compensation
scheme as in Figure 9c. But the inrush current still exists.

Figure 10 shows the tracking effect between actual disturbances and estimated disturbances.
The estimated disturbance value fluctuates around 0 slightly when the actual disturbances are not
yet injected. It proves that the proposed method doesn’t sacrifice the original control performances.
The fluctuation of a-phase actual disturbance value is smooth at 0.01 s and 0.03 s. But it is not similar
to b-phase and c-phase. With the rapid change of actual disturbance value, although the tracing is very
fast, the difference between actual and estimated disturbance value is very large in the moment of
0.01 s and 0.03 s. It is the reason for the inrush current.
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(c) Grid current with DOB.
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4.4. Simulations under Parameter Mismatches Condition

The inductance values are not changeless in a real system, however, the controller parameters
are fixed, thus, the controller could be invalid under the inductance value varying condition. At first,
a simulation of actual inductance value reduction condition is given. It proves that the proposed MPC
controller with DOB can improve the control effect of grid current when the actual values of all the
inductances fall by a third. Second, considering the influence of actual inductance value varying on
the circulating current is much larger than that of the parameter mismatches, the compensation effect
of DOB on circulating current suppression is observed by raising the inductance values by 50 times.
The AC active current reference is 100 A, and the reactive current reference is 0 A.

4.4.1. Actual Inductance Value Reduction

The grid current is influenced by the actual inductance value reduction significantly as in
Figure 11a. The MPC controller without DOB is affected by the parameter mismatches and there are
great ripples in 3-phase current. Figure 11b represents the grid current using the MPC controller with
DOB. It is shown that the proposed controller improves the performance of the original under the
parameter mismatches condition.

As shown in Figure 12, the 3-phase estimated disturbance value can track the actual disturbance
value stably. Furthermore, Table 5 presents the fundamental amplitude and THD of 3-phase current.
It turns out that actual inductance value reduction not only brings current ripples, but also lowers
the fundamental amplitude. By adding the proposed DOB on the MPC controller, the grid current
amplitude returns to normal value and THD reduces significantly.
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Figure 12. Actual disturbance value d(1)kn and estimated disturbance value d̂(1)kn under actual inductance
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Table 5. Comparisons of grid current under actual inductance value reduction condition.

Phase
Fundamental Amplitude (A) THD (%)

Without DOB With DOB Without DOB With DOB

A 95.66 100 21.56 2.12
B 95.68 99.96 21.44 2.06
C 95.62 100 21.56 2.13

4.4.2. Actual Inductance Values Increase

In order to verify the compensation effect of DOB on circulating current suppression, the actual
inductance values are increased by 50 times. Figure 13a shows the tracking of the inner unbalanced
current to its reference without DOB. Under the influence of parameter mismatches, the original
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controller is unable to enter a steady state, and the 3-phase inner unbalanced current which its
reference is 20 A keeps fluctuating near 19 A. Shown in Figure 13b is a similar situation where the DC
current that fluctuates near 57.5 A can’t trace the steady state value of 60 A because of the circulating
current. Simulation results of inner unbalanced current and DC current with DOB are presented in
Figure 13b,c, respectively. It is shown that the inner unbalanced current and DC current can track their
references under control of the proposed method. Figure 14 shows the tracing results between actual
disturbance value and estimated disturbance value. It proves that the proposed DOB can observe the
change of actual system parameters and make the original MPC controller better by matching with the
real system.
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Figure 13. Simulations under actual inductance value increase condition: (a) Tracking of the inner
unbalanced current to its reference without DOB; (b) Tracking of the DC current to its reference without
DOB; (c) Tracking of the inner unbalanced current to its reference with DOB; (d) Tracking of the DC
current to its reference with DOB.
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4.5. Power Reversal

The battery energy storage system not only delivers energy to the grid through discharge, but also
needs to get energy from the grid to recharge. Thus, the power reversal is simulated to verify the
dynamic characteristics of the proposed control scheme. In this case, the AC reactive current reference
is 0 A, the active current reference changes from 100 A to−100 A in the period of 0.05 s–0.1 s. The actual
inductance values reduce by one tenth, the grid voltage contains 30% of 5th and 7th harmonics and the
amplitude drops by 80%.

Figure 15a shows the DC current waveform. The batteries discharge before 0.075 s and the power
reverses from 0.05 s to 0.1 s, then the batteries recharge until 0.15 s. Figure 15b represents the grid
voltage with harmonics and sag. Aside from containing a lot of harmonics and ripples as seen in
Figure 15c, the grid current is higher than its reference before 0.05 s and lower than its reference after
0.1 s. Figure 15d shows the improved current with DOB. The current keeps up with the reference
stably. The tracing results of estimated disturbance value is presented in Figure 16. From these results,
it is confirmed that the proposed scheme operates stably during dynamic periods.
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Figure 16. Actual disturbance value d(1)kn and estimated disturbance value d̂(1)kn under power reversal
condition: (a) A-phase; (b) B-phase; (c) C-phase.

5. Conclusions

A DOB-based MPC control scheme to restrain the disturbances caused by power quality problems
and parameter mismatches is proposed. A MPC with less states and low calculation complexity
is adopted and two linear discrete-time DOBs are designed. In addition, the method of parameter
calculation is given. The proposed method redesigns the AC current control and circulating current
control by combining with DOBs. The purpose is to enhance the anti-disturbance ability of MPC.
The proposed DOB-based MPC control strategy has quite low cost of computation with the minimum
order and optimal performance property.

The performances of the designed controller are simulated under five different system operations,
including harmonics, 3-phase unbalance, voltage sag, parameter mismatches and power reversal.
By comparing the control effect of AC current and circulating current under the original MPC controller
and the MPC controller with DOB, respectively, the proposed method is validated as being effective.
The AC current can maintain a low harmonic content and normal amplitude when it is disturbed
by gird voltage, inductance and power. The inner unbalanced current and DC current can track the
set-value stably under the inductance value increase condition. Besides, it is proved that the DOB is
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fast and steady by estimating the disturbances and uncertainties. However, a rigorous analysis of SM
capacitor voltage balancing control is nontrivial, and further researches will be conducted to work on
this interesting issue.
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